Windows Server 2008 & SQL Server 2008 Endof-Life: Ensure a smooth transition to the Azure
cloud with NTT's end-to-end Managed Services
Microsoft will stop support for SQL Server 2008/2008 R2 and Windows Server 2008/2008 R2 within the
next 6 months. This means any un-modernised systems will be left without regular security updates, the
perfect environment for cyber attacks and threats.
An experienced Managed Services Provider like NTT will help you plan and execute your Windows and
SQL 08 migrations to the Azure Cloud. After the initial migration, the team will ensure your environment
is kept available, optimized and secure 24x7.
An end-to-end hybrid IT approach from a next generation
Managed Services Provider
We offer full support throughout a customer's entire end-to-end digital
transformation journey, providing businesses with either private and
Azure public cloud management, or a hybrid mixture of both.

Post migration support and management

NTT offers

Including upgrading to newer versions such as SQL Server 2017 or
Windows Server 2016 which utilizes the rich set of platform and data
services available in the Azure cloud.

Expert ability to accelerate Azure cloud adoption
Next-Gen tooling and processes

An advance skill set
80+ Azure Certified Engineers (globally)

Enterprise Level delivery
Taking into account the complexity and compliance
requirements of the customer

Strengthening the relationship between NTT and
European DataWarehouse by managing its digital
transformation journey to the Azure Cloud
Microsoft Gold Cloud Platform
Competency
Azure Stack Early Adopter
Carrying 40% of the world's
internet traffic - Tier 1 IP
network & NTT global SD-WAN
Presence in 57 countries &
regions across 5 continents
Mitigating 2bn security threats
every year

Europe's first centralized data repository founded for the purpose of
facilitating risk assessment & improving transparency in European
Asset-Backed Security (ABS) deals.
NTT reduced the customer's dependency on Windows Server 2008
workloads, which would soon be reaching end of life, by moving and
modernising critical apps onto newer operating systems hosted on
the Azure public cloud. This was done with a consultative approach to
planning, assessment, execution & ongoing management.

If you have Windows Server 2008/SQL Server 2008 workloads in your estate and would be interested
in realising the benefits of extended Microsoft support by migrating to the Azure cloud, NTT can
provide a consultation including a review of your infrastructure and an initial plan to begin your
transformational journey.
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NTT offers a leading portfolio of next-generation IT managed services. Delivering smart, reliable and
secure solutions, we are making an impact on the bottom line, energizing businesses and propelling
innovation.
Based across our nine centers of excellence worldwide, we have over 4,700 highly skilled engineers
that are focused on delivering mission-critical IT managed services.
Combined with a global footprint of 150 data centers, linked by our own high-speed and secure
network, we can deliver wherever our clients are located and at every stage of their journey to digital
transformation.

